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Résumé :

Après quelques rappels concernant les facteurs de forme électromagnétiques du deuton, on décri-

ra une expérience récemment terminée à l'accélérateur de Bates (M.I.T.) ayant pour but la mesure de

la polarisation tensorlelle du deuton de recul dans la diffusion élastique électron-deuton jusqu'à

q = 4,6 fnr1 . On comparera plusieurs méthodes expérimentales pour la détermination de cette obser-

vable, et on envisagera les différentes options pour étendre ces mesures à des transferts encore

plus grands.

I . Introduction and physical motivations

The measurement of the elastic electromagnetic form factors of the deuteron has always been a

subject of primary interest in nuclear physics. At relatively high momentum transfer, from 2 to 5

fm"1 • the three form factors (charge GQ, quadrupole GQ and magnetic Gu) are sensitive to the de-

ta i ls of the nucleon-nucleon interaction, to Its short range behaviour and to the meson exchange

corrections. At s t i l l higher momentum transfer (5 to 10 f n r 1 ) . the form factors should be a test of

the ful ly relativistic models and contain information on the transition from nucléon to quark de-

grees of freedom.

The elastic differential cross-section 1s proportional to the quantity

I 0 ' A(q2) + B(q2) tan2 (e/2) .

Measurements at different electron angles e for the same 4-momentum transfer q2 allow the separa-

tion of A and B, which are functions of the electromagnetic form factors :

A - G2 • | ,2 G2 • f „ G2 .

B = £ T, ( 1 + T1) G
2 ,

where n • q2/4M2.
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A(q2) has seen measured up to 10 fur1 [ l ] and B(q2) up to 8.4 fm-i [2]. In order to separate

the charge and quadrupole form factors, one needs at least one other observable ; that observable

will depend on the polarization of the particles 1n the Ini t ia l and/or final state. With unpolar-

ized electron beams, one may use a tensor polarized target and study the dependence of the elastic

cross-section on the spin state of the target deuteron. Alternatively, one may measure the polari-

zation of the recoil deuteron with an unpolarized target, and extract simultaneously the three

tensor moments :

ho = " n l\ " GC GQ + 7 "* GQ + -3

t2 1 = !_„ [„ + „2 sin2(9/2)]1/ZGH Gq sec(9/2) / I 0 ,

and t 2 2
 = Ti Gu / Io•

Note that the vector polarization vanishes 1n the one photon approximation.

The quantity t 2 0 Is expected to be the largest one In the region of momentum transfer consid-

ered in this paper. Whenever one can neglect the magnetic contribution (forward angles and rfifa much

2 1^O
smaller than Gg, TIGJGQ, I2Gg), t 2 0 depends only on the ratio x = -j - ^ :

* J7 2* • X2

l20 " - « 1+ 2V

In the ratio of the form factors, the sensitivity to the nucléon form factors is largely re-

duced ( i t cancels out only In the Impulse approximation) and t 2 0 is mainly sensitive to the deu-

teron structure.

The contribution of the three form factors to A(q) 1s Illustrated In f ig. 1 , as calculated from

the Paris NN potential In the impulse approximation [3] . The expected zero crossing of Gc gives

rise to rapid variations of the ratio x, and therefore of t 2 0 ( f ig . 2).
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Even very precise measurements (~ 1% level) of A(q) [4] will not reveal the structure in Gc.

The difference in t,0 coming from different realistic NN potentials (Reid vs Paris for example)

is of the order of 0.1 at 5 fur1 [5]. The effect of meson exchange and relativistic correction are

nearly equal and opposite, but the position of the zero of Gc, and therefore the slope of t20, are

very sensitive to the details of these corrections. In particular one would like to have a reliable

calculation of the isoscalar part of the meson exchange currents, which, even in the light of the

recent 3He - 3H system study [6], is still uncertain.

Models generated with relativistic calculations [7] differ significantly from those using con-

ventional frameworks and among themselves.

AA and NN* admixtures to the deuteron wave function have been considered, with in one case [8]

considerable effects on t20, and in another [9] a much smaller effect ; in the latter however, the

slope of t20 is found to be sensitive, within a boundary condition model, to the size of quark

bags.

As for quark degrees of freedom, It was first conjectured [10] that a 6q component in the wave

function would keep GQ positive up to very high momentum transfers. More recent calculations [11]

show on the contrary small effects on t20.

In a topological soli ton approach [12], GQ is found smaller than in conventional calculations,

which translates into a sharper rise of t2Q from the negative minimum to positive values.

Finally, perturbative QCD predicts the value - /2 In the limit of infinite momentum transfer,

assuming hell city conservation [13].

There are only two published experimental results for the measurement of t20, performed at low

momenta (q < 2 fm"1), at Bates (recoil polarimeter) [14] and Novosibirsk (internal polarized tar-

get) [15].

We will report here on the recently completed experiment at the Bates Linear Accelerator Center

at q = 3.8 - 4.6 fro"1, which should provide for the first time, a model Independent separation of

the charge and quadrupole form factors 1n a region of momentum transfers where they are very sensi-

tive to the description of the deuteron structure.

We will then compare this work to past and present experiments and look at prospects for the

future.

II. The (second) Bates experiment

The experimental arrangement is Illustrated in fig. 3. The electron beam was sent on a liquid

deuterium target colHfflated to 5 cm useful length. The recoil deuterons were detected at a fixed

angle in a specially designed magnetic channel, then rescattered in a polarimeter capable of anal-

yzing all three moments of their tensor polarization. The elastically scattered electrons were

detected in coincidence in the magnetic spectrometer OHIPS. The experiment was completed in May

1988, three data points were taken for beam energies of 650, 750 and 850 MeV corresponding to mo-
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mentum transfers of 3.8, 4.2 and 4.6 fur1 . The expected statist ical errors are 4tZ 0 = 0 . 1 .

For a more detailed description of the experiment, see ref. [16].

b»om dump

lniarmidiatt Focui Dstection
and C dtgrodtr

Figure 3

Schematic layout of the experimental arrangement (Bates-Beam Line B)

The data is being analyzed and we will present here the specific problems and advantages

presented by the type of polarimeter that was used.

1) The AHEAD polarimeter [16,17] :

The polarimeter 1s based on dp scattering : the angular distribution of the analyzing power T20

exhibits a large minimum [18, 19] which is useful for polarimetry purposes. The deuterons are inci-

dent upon a 25 cm long liquid hydrogen target. Depending on the angles and energies of the scatter-

ed particles, the outgoing deuteron and/or proton are detected in the cylindrical detector . two
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coaxial wire chambers define the trajectories and an array of aE and E plastic scinti l lators pro-

vide the Identification of particles and a measure of their energies.

The polarimeter has been calibrated with a beam of polarized deuterons at Saturne (IZO-ZOQ

MeV). I t is crucial that the response of the poiarimeter to unpolarized particles remains unchanged

between the calibration and the experiment.

That means in particular checking the stability of various gains both at the calibration and

the experiment with puiser signals and their absolute value with special source calibration meas-

urements. This translates Into the handling of several hundreds of parameters (gains, pedestals,

l ight attenuation and energy loss correction coefficients).

Z) The extraction of t 2 0 :

After summation over azimuthal angles, the measured number of counts In each polar angle bin 1

must depend on t 2 0 through the relation

H6
1 * C e E

1 U + t 2 0 T 2 0
1 \

where the subscript e stands for "experiment". At the calibration (subscript c ) , one measures the

response of the polarimeter to unpolartzed deuterons :

N1 - C r1
Nc cc E

and the analyzing powers T20 .

The C s are constants containing the number of Incident deuterons, the target thickness, the

dead time correction. The e s represent the part of the response which depends on the angle, that

is the differential cross-section and the acceptance.

For polarimetry at lower deuteron energies (see e.g. [ZO]) one had only one angular bin (around

0 * ) , so that an absolute measurement was needed to extract t M . In our case (see also [ Z l I l , the

angular variation of T20 eliminates the need of an absolute measurement : having different angular

bins with different T20 is Hke using several polarimeters in series ; from the comparison of the

responses of all elementary "polarimeters" (bins), one can extract t 2 0 . In this method, one relies

on the shape of the angular distribution to remain the same between the calibration and the experi-

ment, rather than on an absolute normalization.

Since Nc » N e
l , t 2 0 can be calculated through the minimization of

2 = _ L ? f
 We - K "c ( 1 + t2QT2o' ,2

n-Z i= l 4Ng

with respect to t 2 0 and K (an irrelevant normalization constant), n being the number of angular

bins.

Using the notation (A( = J A1 / ( 4N 0
1 ) 2 , one finds

i= l e

and
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M| T 2 O }2

((N6NJ20HN0
2T20) - {NeHcHN

2 l«
In the l i m i t of small asymmetries I t 2 0 T20 « 1) the error formula reduces to the more fa-

mi l ia r one At 2 0 = — for the usual approach with one angular bin, except that T 2 0 Is replaced
/TJ T 2 0

with a weighted measure of the dispersion between all values T2J .

A considerable advantage of the method Is that the x2 furnishes a very powerful, and very con-

straining !, check of its validity, I.e. that the shape of the response of the poiarimeter to un-

polarized deuterons (E 1) has not changed between the calibration and the experiment, and that there

are no experimental asymétries in $ (although these can be Included In the formalism if their ori-

gin is understood).

3) Incident deuteron energy distribution

The five dimensional distribution Ix1 y, 8V, 9U, E) of the Incident deuterons upon the polari-
* y

meter wil l affect differently U s response at the calibration and at the experiment. AU the above

formulae are valid I f one replaces N̂  by <M^> and T20 by < N̂  T2 0>/<N*> , where the average Is

meant using the distribution of deuterons during the experiment [3, 20]. In our case, the main

significant variation within the experimental spatial, angular and energy spectra Is the energy

dependence of e . Me have measured the deuteron energies via time of f l ight and track reconstruc-

tion in the deuteron channel, with absolute precisions of about 5 MeV1 and a resolution of about 10

MeV at 145 MeV. This would translate Into a systematic error in t 2 0 of 0.05.

I I I . Poiarimeter vs polarized target, prospects for the future :

As mentioned earlier, the measurement of the same observable can be done with a polarized tar-

get : for an external solid cryogenic target, the luminosity is limited by the amount of radiation

that the target can withstand without significant loss of polarization ; for an Internal target 1n

a ring, the limitation comes from the target thickness, and 1n some cases from beam induced depo-

lar izat ion.

At a given momentum transfer, the ed cross-section is roughly proportional to the square of the

beam energy

£ . ( i ^ i l 2 A(q2)

(forward electron angles approximation, valid for rough estimations only). The beam time necessary

to achieve a given statistical accuracy at2 0 is then Inversely proportional to the figure of merit

F which appears in table 1 . At the present time, the recoil polarization measurement seems to be

the most eff icient way to proceed. Significant progress is being made in internal target technology

[26] to expect new precise data in the near future. There are also plans [22] so that a frozen spin
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solid external target could withstand several nA of beam, but in any case, this kind of apparatus

would have to be accompanied by a large solid angle detection system in order to compete with the

other ones.

Table 1

Experiment

Beam energy (GeV)

Beam intensity

Target density (at/cmO

Luminosity (cm-2s->)

e solid angle (nsr)

Losses

Polarfmeter efficiency c

Analysing power T20

Target polarization tjfl

Figure of nerit
F • LQCT20*E2

•fax "«"'I

Past and present experiments

D2O •
polarimeter

Bates
[1*1

.371

30 uA

4.2 . 10»
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.5

10-*
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(22]

2.0

0.4 nA

9 . 1 0 "

2.3 » 10»

5

.12

6.5 . 1 0 "

3.6

LD. t
polarfmeter

Bates/AHEAO
this aork

.850

30 Â

2.4 . 10»

4.5 > 10"

18

.25

2 . 10-1

- 0.4

4.7 « 10»

4.6

Internal stored
polarized

atomic beaa
Novosibirsk

[23]

2.0

200 *A

6 . 10"

7.6 « 10"

120

.46

7.8 • 10«

2.9

Objectives for the future

LO. •
polarlmeter

CEBAF/AHEAD

(25)

4.0

200 uA

4.8 • 10"

6.0 - 10»

10

.1

10-1

- 0.4

1.5 « 10"

(6.9)

Polarized
KD3

Bonn-ELSA
(22)

2.5

3 nA

9 . 1 0 "

1.7 » 1 0 "

50

.21

2.3 . 10»

(5)

Internal cell
optical pumping
• spin encnange

PEP
(24!

14.5

100 «A

10"

6.3 . 10"

15

.6

7.1 • 10"

(E)

With the advent of higher energy, intensity and duty cycle electron accelerators, the recoil

polarization technique should allow to pursue t20 measurements up to the same transfers as those

where B(q2) is now measured. It seems relatively straightforward to use again the AHEAD detector,

with the limitation that deuterons will have to be slowed down in a dégrader to 200 MeV, the maxi-

mum energy accepted by the polarimeter [25].

The only other alternative for higher energy deuterons seems to be the (d.pp) reaction [27] :

due to the spin-flip amplitudes of the charge exchange process np •» pn, a large analyzing power T 2 0

is expected, with however one very unfortunate feature : the energy dependence of these amplitudes

is such that T 2 0 Is large enough ( > 0.3) either below 400 MeV or above 1200 MeV. (The deuteron

energy from ed elastic Is given by Td= tf/Zm^, for example 530 MeV at q = 7.2 fm"
1, q2= 2(GeV/c)2).

An experiment has started at Saturne [28] to test these predictions below 400 MeV. The datector

EMRIC (fig. 4), consists of an array of CsI detectors and of multiwire proportional chambers, al-

lowing the necessary measurement of total and relative energies of the two outgoing protons. Preli-

minary results for Td = ZOO MeV show a fair agreement with the predictions although T 2 0 is somewhat

smaller than predicted (fig. 5). Another run at Td = 300 MeV is planned for June 1989. For applica-

tions to polaiimetry, it will be necessary to Improve the detector, to accomodate a larger target,

both in length and section, and to stop higher energy protons.



Figure 4

10 B (deg)

Figure 5 - p(d.pp), T20. Epp < 1 MeV. Pre-

liminary results [28], theory [27].

IV. Investigation of vector polarization measurement 1n ?d scattering

I t was pointed out [29] that when using a longitudinally polarized electron beam, the recoil

deuterons would acquire a sideways polarization given by

t u = — (G C + 1 t a n ( 7 ' / ! 0 '

which would provide another way to separate Gg and Gg. The magnitude of this component Is smaller

than t 2 0 , because of the GN tan(|) term. However, i t has been demonstrated that the vector polari-

zation of deuterons can be measured with a high efficiency [19, 30] : for deuterons of 350-450 HeV,

one can expect a vector analyzing power of about 0.3, and an efficiency of 3 S ( f ig . 6 ) .

0.4

0.2

-0.2

-OA

i i

10 20
O(deg)

Figure 6 - i T n ( e ) , d-C semi-inclusive, Td = 450 MeV, preliminary results [ 3 0 ] .
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But i t would take as much beam time to measure t u with the same precision as t 2 D , since the

figure of merit for the former, after inclusion of the beam polarization (~ 0.4) would be exactly

the same as for the AHEAD tensor polarimeter. Furthermore, we have estimated that, from the t 2 0

measurement, one will extract the charge form factor Fc with a precision

ûFc = ft Fc Ut20 = 6 x 10-",

wheraas the same precision on t u wi l l yield

tF. — s - At11 = 3 « 10-3 .
c SS tan| u

(for q . 4.6 fur», F0= 4 x 10"3, t 2 0 = 0 ) .

V. Conclusion :

The recently completed measurements of t 2 0 at q = 3.8, 4.2 and 4.6 fnr1 in ed elastic scatter-

ing should provide a good determination of the charge form factor Fc In the region of I ts expected

minimum. I t Is for the least Intriguing that the most recent measurement at Novosibirsk up to 2.9

fra-1 [23] and the studies of deuteron break-up at high energies (3 + A • p + X) [31] seem to indi-

cate a shallower minimum of t 2 0 than expected, which would mean much higher values of GQ than given

by a potenti al model.

Ue have presented some of the original features of the Alberta High Efficiency Analyzer for

Deuterons (AHEAD). Our data analyzis is in progress. We feel confident that the recoil tensor po-

larization measurement 1s an eff icient way to extract the charge form factor of the deuteron and

that this technique can be extended to higher momentum transfers.
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